hypotheses do not take into account all relevant data available S/NS 3.4. hypotheses well grouped or organised:
no apparent organisation of hypotheses developed S/NS 3.5. group attempts to identify an order of probability for hypotheses:
no evaluation of hypotheses in order of probability S/NS 3.6. frequent reformulation: absence of reformulation S/NS 3.7. linking between data requested and hypotheses:
seeking of data without clear reason S/NS 3.8. group identifies/specifies appropriate learning topics: group fails to identify/specify learning topics S/NS 표 3. 호주의 Newcastle 의대의 그룹 학습 내용 보고서의 일부 Group task formative assessment
•Summary of problem presentation and cues:
•Initial problem formulation:
•Hypothesis generated (in order of priority):
•Planned enquiry strategy:
•Enquiry strategy (continued):
•Group learning goals
•Learning goal allocation
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